Tour to Ine town
One of the most beautiful villages in Japan

Ine is the first “important traditional building preservation district” among many fishing villages in Japan. Boats are stored in their first floors while habitable rooms occupy their second floors. It’s hard to find such a unique and picturesque scene in the whole of Japan.

Seafoods
It is worth visiting Ine fishery port to see unloading fishes. Local people go to port with bucket to buy fishes. Visitors can enjoy tasty local specials, such as Heshiko (a preserved codfish soaked in salt and rice bran). Ine is very famous for “Ine-buri” (yellowtail) in the winter.

Mukai Sake Brewery
The brewery was established in the Edo period. It keeps the technique of Kimoto (sake mash produced using a more traditional method).

Ine Pottery Atelier
Various ceramic wares are lined up. Tea & coffee are also served. You can enjoy cozy time.

Sea taxi
You can take a sea taxi from wherever along the bay. Local fishermen are your drivers, they will show you round the coastline of Ine.
Access

Train & Bus

Kyoto → Fukuchiyama → Amanohashidate [120min. ¥3,880]
※ The JR pass is only valid till Fukuchiyama.
* From Fukuchiyama, take KTR (Kitakinki Tango Rail) trains.
* Express trains are available from Kyoto to Amanohashidate.

Amanohashidate station - Ine [55min. by Tankai bus ¥400]

Amanohashidate - Ichinomiya [12min. by boat] - Kasamatsu park - Ine [40min. by Tankai bus]

Express Bus

Kyoto → Amanohashidate [140min. by Tankai bus ¥2,950]
* Reservation required. TEL 0772-42-0338 [Tankai bus]
* From Amanohashidate, take local bus mentioned as above.

Ine Map

Ine Tourist Information
For sea taxis, restaurants, tour guides
TEL: 0772-32-0277
E-mail info@ine-kankou.jp

View from Ineura Park
Red lighthouse